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ABSTRACT

Freestanding micromachined membranes are often used for thermal isolation in electronic devices such as photon sensors. The degree of thermal
isolation plays an important role in determining device performance, and so the ability to suppress the thermal conductance of a membrane
without increasing its size or decreasing its mechanical strength is of practical importance. We present a simple method that controllably reduces
the thermal conductance of silicon nitride membranes by as much as 56% at temperatures near 100 mK. The thermal conductance suppression is
achieved by depositing one additional metal layer patterned into islands or rings onto the membrane surface. Complex impedance and noise
measurements of superconducting transition-edge sensors fabricated using this technique show that their noise performance is not degraded.

https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5097173

Ultrasensitive cryogenic detectors, like superconducting
Transition-Edge Sensors (TESs), operated at subkelvin temperatures
are now critical to several areas of science including studies of the cos-
mic microwave background (CMB) which probe the structure and ori-
gins of the universe.1–3 Thermal sensors such as TESs require a
mechanism to thermally isolate the photon absorber and thermometer
element from the surrounding heat bath so that absorbed energy can
be measured as a temperature change in the thermometer. The thermal
isolation is often provided by freestanding, micromachined silicon or
silicon nitride (SiN) membranes because the in-plane dimensions of
these structures can be made much larger than their thickness.
Techniques to control the thermal conductivity of freestanding mem-
branes have obvious applications for bolometric sensors whose
dynamic range, speed, physical size, and ultimate sensitivity all depend
on the ease of thermal transport through the membrane.1 For a given
imaging application, there is often a thermal conductance that yields
optimal performance. If the thermal conductance G falls below the
optimal value, then the absorbed optical power will heat the thermom-
eter out of its preferred temperature range, and if G exceeds the opti-
mal value, then power fluctuations between the bath and thermometer,
which grow as G1=2, will unnecessarily degrade sensitivity.1

When designing a freestanding membrane to achieve a target
value of G, it is also necessary to consider the physical size of the struc-
ture and its mechanical robustness. Close-packed sensor arrays that

contain thousands of pixels are now expected for CMB measurements,
and so matching the pixel pitch to the optical design and achieving
high physical yield are required. To achieve greater thermal isolation
within a finite area and to combine isolation with mechanical strength,
we are exploring the impact of additional patterned features on the
thermal conductivity of freestanding SiN membranes.

Considerable effort has already been devoted to controlling the
thermal conductance between sensors on freestanding membranes
and the surrounding thermal bath, including work to achieve higher
conductances4 and to make the conductance more predictable.5

However, greater effort has been directed at achieving lower conduc-
tances for improved sensitivity. In 1995 and in subsequent work, Bock
et al. used a silicon nitride micromesh structure to achieve low thermal
conductance.6–8 In 1998, Holmes and colleagues reduced the thermal
conductance of low stress silicon nitride membranes in several ways
including patterning the membranes and gluing submicrometers sized
Ag particles to the surface. The particles were the residue of an evapo-
rated solution of ground, cured Ag epoxy, and acetone.9 In the same
year, Leivo and Pekola also used bridge structures to lower the thermal
conductance G of silicon nitride membranes.10 The use of extreme
aspect ratios to reduce G continues to be explored, reaching particu-
larly dramatic levels in the work of Beyer et al.11 and Khosropanah
et al.12 Other techniques for controlling membrane G include
meandering beams,13 trenches that do not fully perforate the
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membrane,14 and metal films so thin that they form discontinuous
islands.15 More recently, there has been vigorous interest in using the
so-called phononic crystals in which an array of holes through a mem-
brane or pillars on its surface modifies the phonon dispersion
curves.16–18 Thermal transport measurements at subkelvin temperatures
using these approaches are limited, although phononic crystals based on
periodic hole arrays have recently been shown to suppress thermal
conductance.19,20

In this letter, we introduce a method to manipulate the thermal
conductance G of freestanding SiN membranes without compromis-
ing the robustness of the membrane or the noise of a colocated TES
sensor. We deposit and pattern an additional metal layer in different
geometries on the SiN membrane. The change in G is precisely con-
trolled by the patterning, enabling us to achieve a maximum of a 56%
reduction in G. By comparing the effects of normal and superconduct-
ing metal layers, we show that phonon scattering by free electrons
likely plays a role in the G suppression although we cannot rule out
other mechanisms. The underlying physical principle of our technique
for reducing G is thus likely the same as the Ag particles of Holmes
et al.,9 but the use of modern microfabrication and patterning techni-
ques in this work enables a far higher degree of control.

To assess the impact of metal features on phonon transport in
SiN membranes, we fabricated TES thermometers with linear dimen-
sions of 125lm at the center of SiN membranes with linear dimen-
sions of 600lm and a thickness of 500nm. The transition temperature
Tc of the TESs was 90 mK, and the devices were cooled to temperatures
from 50 mK to Tc in an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator. The
TESs were operated under voltage bias, and the bias power Pb applied
to the devices was equal to the power flowing through the SiN mem-
brane to the heat bath provided by the surrounding silicon chip. It is
conventional to use a power law to describe thermal transport between
bodies at different temperatures, and so Pb ¼ jðTn

i � Tn
bathÞ, where Ti

is the internal temperature of the TES, Tbath is the temperature of the
surrounding silicon frame, and j and n capture the physics of phonon
transport in the SiN membrane. To determine n, j, and Ti, we acquire
current-voltage curves for the TES devices at different values of Tbath
and then extract the bias power Pb from 20% to 80% of R/Rn in incre-
ments of 10%. Values of n, j, and Ti are determined by fitting the Tbath
vs Pb curves at different R/Rn values with Pb ¼ jðTn

i � Tn
bathÞ. Our

values for n were clustered around 2.8. Knowing n, j, and Ti, we calcu-
lated the thermal conductance G at different R/Rn using
G ¼ dP=dT ¼ njTn�1

i . We take the G at 80% of R/Rn as the thermal
conductance for each design because the assumption that constant
resistance implies constant internal temperature is most valid high in
the transition where the current dependence of the resistance is small.

On some devices, a metal layer was deposited on the SiN mem-
brane and patterned to leave features between the TES and the heat
bath formed by the surrounding bulk silicon. In total, we tested 17 dif-
ferent designs including a control device without additional features
on SiN. We measured devices where the additional metal layer was
composed of 270nm of Au, a normal metal, and others where the
additional layer was 54 nm of Mo, a superconductor. Some of the
designs with Mo were tested with duplicate devices; 23 devices were
measured in total. The geometries that we tested consisted of concen-
tric metal rings or triangular arrays of metal islands. The metal features
were spaced either 7 or 10lm apart, and the features occupied 1/3 and
2/3 of the SiN membrane, always starting at its outer perimeter.

Device geometries are shown in Fig. 1, and the measured values of G
are shown in Table I.

From the G results in Table I, concentric rings or island arrays
made from Mo give G reductions of 1.3%–24% compared to the con-
trol design. In contrast, concentric rings or island arrays made from
Au give G reductions of 11%–56%. For identical geometries, the G
reduction from Au features is substantially larger than that from Mo
features. These results suggest that a normal metal is a better choice
than a superconductor for reducing G although the difference in the
Mo and Au thicknesses prevents a perfect comparison. We also
observe that features with smaller spacing andmore area coverage pro-
duce larger G reductions.

The addition of metal features to the SiN membranes creates a
thermally isolated heat capacity, and so it is natural to ask if the
exchange of energy between this heat capacity, the bath, and the TES
is a source of unwanted thermal noise. To explore this possibility, we
measured both the noise and the complex impedance of the TESs. The
presence of an additional thermal body is often visible in the shape of
the complex impedance curves.21–23 We fit the impedance data using
both 1- and 2-body thermal models. We considered two 2-body mod-
els: a model in which a 2nd heat capacity dangles from the TES and a
model in which a 2nd heat capacity is located between the bath and
TES. We find that the complex impedance data from all devices,
including the feature-free control TES, are better explained using a
2-body model. While the source of the 2nd body in the control TES is
not firmly established, the observation of a 2nd thermal body even in
simple structures is common.24,25 One possible source of additional

FIG. 1. Optical microscopy images of TES devices. In the pictured TESs, metal fea-
tures cover 1/3 (a) and (c) and 2/3 (b) and (d) of the SiN membrane. The metal fea-
tures are a triangular array of islands (a) and (b) and concentric rings (c) and (d)
with a center-to-center spacing of 7lm (10 lm spacing devices are not shown in
the figure). The metal islands are circular with a diameter of 4 lm, and the metal
rings are 4lm in width. The details of the metal features can be seen in the
zoomed regions of (b) and (d).
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heat capacity is the amorphous SiN membrane itself.26 The presence
of 2-body behavior in the control TES complicates assessment of the
heat capacity contribution from the additional metal features.

One candidate 2-body model for the TES is the intervening
model, where the bias power in the TES passes through the 2nd ther-
mal body. This physical picture is consistent with the bias power of the
TES passing through the SiN membrane and/or the additional metal
features before reaching the bath. A dangling model, where the 2nd
thermal body is only coupled to the TES, and not to the bath, is also
possible. The quality of impedance fits for these two models is virtually
identical, as expected from Bennett et al.23 Noise fitting described later
in the letter supports the choice of the intervening model; noise fits
with the intervening model are slightly superior to fits with the dan-
gling model.

Fits to the complex impedance data yield numerical values for
the parameters a ¼ (T/R)(dR/dT) and b ¼ (I/R)(dR/dI) that describe
the shape of the resistive transition in the TESs.1,22 The fits also yield
numerical values for the heat capacity of the 2nd thermal body C2, the
thermal conductance Gbath�int between the 2nd thermal body and the
bath, and the thermal conductance Gint�tes between the 2nd thermal
body and the TES. To limit the number of free parameters in the fits,
the heat capacity of the TES is calculated from material values and the
total thermal conductance between the TES and the bath is deter-
mined from the measured TES current-voltage curves. Hence, the
impedance fitting determines how the total conductance is distributed
around C2. Values of C2 are shown in Table I, and it can be seen that
their magnitude is similar in the control TES and in devices with Mo
and Au metal features. This trend suggests that the contribution of the
metal features to the complex impedance is subdominant to the bare

device behavior. Table I also contains the calculated heat capacity of
the superconducting Mo and normal metal Au features based on their
volume and material properties. For the Au features, the estimated
heat capacity is the free-electron contribution, and for the Mo features,
it is the lattice contribution. The values of C2 obtained from fitting the
complex impedance cluster are around 60 fJ/K. The calculated Au val-
ues range from 57 fJ/K to 234 fJ/K depending on the volume of metal
present. The similarity in these magnitudes is worth noting, but the
values of C2 extracted from the impedance fits have no obvious corre-
lation with the volume of Au present in the different designs. The esti-
mated heat capacities of the superconducting Mo features are far
smaller than both the estimated Au values and the extracted C2 values.
C2 values for the various G-suppressed devices are also similar to the
C2 in the bare device. The independence of the extracted C2 values on
the geometric and material details of the metal features also suggests
that the contribution of the metal features to the complex impedance
is subdominant to the bare device behavior.

The most definitive test of whether the additional metal features
degrade device performance is through measurements of device noise
such as those shown in Fig. 2. Noise spectral density is plotted vs fre-
quency at bias fractions of 10%, 20%, and 30% of the normal state
resistance for a device with normal metal features. The measurements
are accompanied by theoretical predictions from the 1-body and 2-
body models.21 For the 1-body predictions, the thermal conductance
and TES resistance are obtained from the current-voltage curves of the
TES, heat capacity is calculated based on the volume and the materials
of the TES, a and b are obtained from fitting the complex impedance,
and the excess noise M is a free parameter to be constrained by the
noise data itself.27 For the 2-body noise predictions, the intervening
heat capacity model is used. As before, the TES heat capacity is
calculated from its geometry and composition. The total thermal

TABLE I. G of 17 designs with its standard deviation from measurements and the %
reduction in G compared with the control design. 2nd body heat capacity C2, and cal-
culated Au or Mo heat capacity (CAu or CMo).

Metal

Spacing
(lm),

coverage Feature
G 6 r
(pW/K)

Reduction
%

C2

(fJ/K)
CAu,CMo

(fJ/K)

N/A N/A N/A 111.8 6 1.0 0 58.0 N/A
Mo 7, 2/3 Islands 91.8 6 0.8 18 62.8 7.0 � 10�3

Mo 7, 1/3 Islands 100.4 6 0.9 10 70.6 3.9 � 10�3

Mo 7, 2/3 Rings 101.2 6 1.0 8.7 63.3 1.6 � 10�2

Mo 7, 1/3 Rings 110.4 6 0.9 1.5 63.4 8.8 � 10�3

Mo 10, 2/3 Islands 84.9 6 1.4 24 61.1 6.9 � 10�3

Mo 10, 1/3 Islands 100.6 6 0.8 10 59.2 3.9 � 10�3

Mo 10, 2/3 Rings 93.2 6 0.7 9.5 59.3 1.1 � 10�2

Mo 10, 1/3 Rings 111.4 6 0.8 1.3 60.6 6.1 � 10�3

Au 7, 2/3 Islands 54.2 6 1.1 52 62.9 103
Au 7, 1/3 Islands 82.4 6 0.8 26 68.6 58
Au 7, 2/3 Rings 49.4 6 1.0 56 95.9 234
Au 7, 1/3 Rings 83.7 6 0.9 25 65.0 131
Au 10, 2/3 Islands 63.4 6 0.8 43 72.9 102
Au 10, 1/3 Islands 99.8 6 1.2 11 62.0 57
Au 10, 2/3 Rings 56.2 6 0.8 50 54.2 165
Au 10, 1/3 Rings 78.9 6 0.8 29 63.0 90

FIG. 2. Measured current noise of the TES device with Au islands with a center-to-
center spacing of 7lm and 2/3 coverage of the SiN membrane. Red, green, and
blue points show the current noise of the TES biased at 10%, 20%, and 30% of
R/RN, respectively. The solid (dashed) black lines show the 1-body (2-body) model
predictions for the TES noise using input parameters obtained as described in the
main text.
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conductance, Gtot, and TES resistance are obtained from current-
voltage curves. The complex impedance fits are used to obtain a, b, C2,
and the ratio of the thermal conductances between C2 and the bath
and between C2 and the TES. Like in the 1-body case, the only free
parameter in the 2-body noise fits is the excess noiseM.

Comparing the 1-body and 2-body noise fits among the 23 devi-
ces reveals mixed results. While the 2-body model consistently pro-
vides a superior fit to the complex impedance, the 1-body model often
provides a better fit to the measured noise. In fact, the Chi-squared of
the 1-body noise model is lower for 11 of the 23 devices.

Even supposing that the 2-body noise fits were unambiguously
better, which they are not, their predictions at low frequencies where
bolometer performance is determined are essentially equivalent to the
1-body model. Averaging over devices and multiple bias points per
device, the percentage difference between the predicted and measured
noise from 1 to 100Hz was the same for the 1- and 2-body models
within the margin of error. The relative success of the 1-body noise
model shows that the additional metal features provide control over
the device thermal conductance without introducing an unwanted
noise penalty.

What microscopic picture of phonon transport explains the G sup-
pression by metal features? There are several candidate explanations.
Diffuse phonon scattering at the interface between the SiN and the metal
features is possible due to differences in the density and speed of sound
of the materials.28 Even abrupt changes in the geometry of a uniform
material can produce phonon reflection due to the different modes
allowed in different volumes.29,30 The addition of surface features has
been shown to modify phonon dispersion curves in ways that can reduce
thermal conductance at low temperatures. These modifications take the
form of a flattening of the dispersion curves which is associated with
lower group velocities and reduced thermal conductivity.16,31 Finally, the
absorption of phonons by free electrons in the metal features followed by
thermalization and isotropic phonon re-emission is a potential source of
diffuse phonon scattering in the Au but not the Mo devices.

The strong increase inG suppression from the Au features relative
to the Mo features is consistent with diffuse scattering from free elec-
trons in Au playing an important role. However, we cannot make this
conclusion with complete certainty. In addition to containing unpaired
electrons, the Au features are thicker than Mo (270nm vs 54nm) and
the density and speed of sound vary between Au and Mo. As a result,
Au may also have a larger effect on the phonon dispersion curves than
Mo. To assess the impact of the metal features on the dispersion curves,
we performed finite element method (FEM) simulations of the phonon
modes using the COMSOL Multiphysics software (version 5.3a). These
simulations were performed for the metal ring and island geometries
with a 7lm spacing where the effects of the added metal onG are large.
The calculated dispersion curves in the presence of the Mo features
were virtually unchanged from the curves for the bare devices, indicat-
ing that diffuse scattering is responsible for the G suppression in the
Mo devices. However, the calculations also show nontrivial flattening
of the dispersion curves in the Au devices. So even though diffuse scat-
tering is expected to be stronger in Au than in Mo, the G suppression
from the Au features may be due to a mixture of diffuse scattering and
modification to the phonon dispersion curves.

Some further discussion of diffuse scattering from free electrons
is warranted. In particular, we seek to answer the question of whether
the normal features are likely to be strong or weak scatterers. For

strong scattering, the probability of a phonon undergoing a momen-
tum change after encountering a metal feature is close to unity, and
for weak scattering, the probability is �1. As a thought experiment,
we consider an idealized case where phonon propagation in the unpat-
terned membranes is fully ballistic and the normal metal features are
perfect scatterers. In this case, the normal features, and especially the
rings, should behave like superinsulation in a high-vacuum system.
Based on work of Kropschot et al.,32 the first metal ring should halve
the thermal conductance of the TES and N rings should reduce the
conductance Go of a bare device to Go/(Nþ 1). However, our ring
devices with the 1/3 (2/3) coverage and 7lm spacing of the membrane
have 10 (21) individual rings and the largest G reduction that we
observe is about 50%. The superinsulation picture greatly overesti-
mates the G reduction, and so one or both of the assumptions of ballis-
tic transport and perfect scattering must be wrong. We will explore the
scattering assumption followed by the ballistic transport assumption
in the next two paragraphs.

The probability of a phonon interacting with the electrons of the
normal metal features can be estimated using a highly simplified
model. We compare the time for a phonon to transit the region of
membrane underneath a metal feature to the time for a phonon to be
absorbed by a free electron. The propagation time ttransit is given by
L/v, where L¼ 4lm is a typical path length and v is the average pho-
non velocity at the temperature of interest. The average phonon veloc-
ity v is obtained from averaging over the derivative of the dispersion
curves of Kuhn33 to obtain the group velocity with each point
weighted by the temperature-dependent Bose occupation factor. For
T¼ 90 mK, v¼ 4021 m/s and ttransit¼ 1ns. The characteristic time for
phonon absorption by an electron in a clean metal at temperature T is
given by tp�e ¼ ð234ndkBÞ=ð5RTH3

DÞ using a deformation potential
model in Ullom.34 Here, nd ¼ 5.9� 1010 atoms/lm3 is the atomic
number density of gold, kB is the Boltzmann constant, R ¼ 2� 10�9

W/(K5 lm3) is the electron-phonon coupling constant, and HD

¼ 165K is the Debye temperature. For T¼ 90 mK, we obtain tp�e
¼ 47ns. The ratio ttransit/tp�e¼ 0.02, which suggests that phonon scat-
tering from single metal features is present but weak. Weak phonon
scattering is consistent with the observed reductions in G being much
smaller than the idealized superinsulation predictions. We caution
that the specific numerical result for ttransit/tp�e should be viewed with
skepticism because the expression for tp�e assumed that the phonon is
fully contained in the normal metal, whereas in our work, its energy is
partitioned between the 500 nm thick SiN membrane and the 270nm
thick Au feature.

The assumption of ballistic transport in unpatterned membranes
should also be examined. Prior measurements of mean-free-paths in
SiN membranes at 100 mK yielded values in excess of 100lm.19

Hence, we expect phonon transport in our unpatterned devices to be
ballistic on length scales greater than our feature spacings. The validity
of the ballistic transport assumption in our devices combined with the
measured G suppressions and estimates of the phonon-electron inter-
action probabilities suggest weak scattering by the metal features.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simple method for reduc-
ing the thermal conductance of freestanding membranes without
increasing their size or decreasing their mechanical strength. The ther-
mal conductance reduction is achieved by adding additional layers of
patterned metal which interfere with phonon transport; we have
already achieved conductance reductions over 50% and larger
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reductions are certainly possible. The noise performance of transition-
edge sensors that incorporate the technique is not degraded, suggesting
that this method of conductance control will have applications in the
broad and growing technology area of low temperature sensors.

This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Astrophysics Research and Analysis
(APRA) Program. We thank Douglas Bennett, Vincent Kotsubo,
John Mates, and Daniel Swetz at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology for their technical assistance.
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